INTRODUCTION
A subgroup K of a finite group G is tightly embedded in G if K has even order while K n Ku has odd order for g E G -N(K). A quasisimple subgroup A of G is standard in G if K = C,(A) is tightly embedded in G, N(K) = N(A), and [A, As] # 1 for each g E G.
In [l] it is shown that under certain restrictions, satisfied by the known simple groups, a group of component type usually contains a standard component.
Thus the investigation of standard components and tightly embedded subgroups is of great interest. The results in this paper are a contribution to this investigation. THEOREM 1. Let G be a $nite group generated by a conjugacy class Q of tghtly embedded subgroups. Let K = 02'(K) E Q, R E Syl,(K), m(R) > 1, and O(G) = 1. Assume N,(K) contains a Sylow 2-group of J whenever J E Q and N,(K) is of even order.
Then either
(1) G = K, or (2) Q(R) = 1, or (3) G z 5'.~(2~) or U, (2") and N(K) is strongly embedded in G.
Results in [I] show that if (*) is not satisfied then the structures of K, R, and N,(K) are very restricted. Indeed with more work it should be possible to eliminate (*) from the hypothesis of Theorem 1, modulo certain extra classes of examples. However, for the study of standard components, Theorem 1 seems to be sufficient, as Theorem 2 indicates. (1) K(iG.
(2) G G U, (4) , L,(7), A, , A, , or A, , R has order 4, R q K, and N(K) is solvable.
(3) R has a cyclic subgroup U of index 2 with ( UG) = X abelian.
The proofs of Theorems 1 and 3 use ideas developed by Fischer in his classification of groups generated by 3-transpositions. Lemma 2.5 was motivated by a remark of J. G. Thompson.
If T is a 2-group acting on a group A, then F,,,(A) =(NA( U): 1 # U < T) E, denotes an elementary abelian 2-group or order 2". If Q is a collection of subgroupsofGandX<G,setXnQ ={YEQ: Y <X).Qissaidtobe commutable if Q is G-invariant and [A, B] = 1 for each choice of distinct A and B in Sz.
The author would like to thank Professor Steven Smith for comments leading to improvements in this manuscript. Proof. The result is clear if N,(R) # 1, so assume No(R) = 1. Then for each u E W, RU # R, so as RG is commutable, [R, RU] = 1. Let U = (u, v) and Y E R. Then YY", rr"r-uv, and rruv are in I',,,(G), and hence also their product r2. That is T < P,,,(G)'. LEMMA 2.5. Let S be a 2-group and A an S-invariant collection of subgroups R of constant order such that Q(R) # 1 and distinct members of A intersect trivially. Then A is commutable in S.
Proof. Notice that the trivial intersection property implies the members of A are tightly embedded in S. Let r be a maximal set of mutually commuting members of A, let R E r and T E Nd(P).
Suppose x is an involution in N,(R) and let z E C(x) n Z(R)+. C,( Thus P is weakly closed in N,(P) and hence also in S. (ii) S n A is commutable.
(iii)
There exists R E S n A with m(R) > 1 # Q(R).
(1) H=G,or (2) R is uniquely determined by (iii), R is Sylow in (Ro) = L, and L/O(L) z Sz(2") or U,(2'").
Proof. Let G be a minimal counterexample and Q the collection of cosets of H in G. Represent G on Q. As P is strongly closed in S, each element of P fixes a unique point of Q. Clearly O(G) = 1.
Suppose u is an involution in the center of G and set G = G/(u). I$ + G, so u 6 P. Then G satisfies our hypothesis, so by minimality of G, (iii) determines a unique i? E s n a, 2 E Syl,(G), and G z Sz(2") or Ua(2"). Suppose R # R, E S n A satisfies (iii). Then 1 = [R, R,] and i? = R, , so R is abelian, a contradiction.
So R is uniquely determined by (iii). Hence R contains a 2-central involution. Now G = (u) x G' or G G SE(S). The latter is impossible as R contains a 2-central involution distinct from u.
As a is Sylow in G and R is weakly closed in a Sylow 2-group of G, R E Syl,(G'). But now we are in (2) .
So Z(G) = 1. Let R E S n A with @(R) # 1 < m(R), and let a be an involution in Z(R). Suppose for each a # b 6 ac n C,(a) that, ab fixes a unique point of Q. Then by (2.1), H n L is strongly embedded in (aG) = L. Let r be an element of order 4 in R. IfL s L,(2") then S n L = (ax E S n L:
So L g Sz(2") or Us(2"). Suppose Y induces an outer automorphism on L. Then L z Ua(2") and [Y, y5] # 1 for some x E S n L. Then P E R, so YY" E R. Also YY" is an element of S n L of order4,sowemayassumerEL.NowSnL=(r~:yESnL, [r,r~] #f;l) < R. Further arguing as above S n L is not properly contained in R, so R = S n L. Suppose t is an element of order 4 in r -R.
uniquely determines R and (2) is satisfied.
Thus we may choose b so that ab fixes 2 or more points of Q. Then for some g E G -H there is a conjugate d = (ab)g E S. Suppose R is the unique T E S n d with @(C,(ab)) # 1 and (Rc(ab))/O((Rc(ub))) e Sx(2") or Ua(2"). Then $(R) = Z(R), so Rg < C(b) = C(ab) for each R # Rg < S, and hence by assumption R is weakly closed in S. But then N(R) controls fusion in C,(R), so as a E Z(R) and b E aG n C,(R), b E R. Hence ub E R, a contradiction.
R fixes a unique point of Sz so H contains a Sylow 2-group of C(ub) which we may take to be C,(ub). Then I' n C,(ub) is strongly closed in C,(ub) and {C,(ub): T E S n O} is commutable in S, so C(ub) satisfies our hypothesis. Z(G) = I, so C(ub) + G. Hence by minimality of G and the last paragraph, C(ub) < H. Therefore C(d) ,( Hg, so as each member of I' fixes a unique point of ~2, C,(d) is empty. In particular R n Rd = 1. Hence U = C&d) s R is of 2-rank 2 or more. Suppose W is a 4-group in U with m(C,(W)) > 1 # @(C,(W)), for some P E S n d. Then arguing as above, C(W) < H, for w E W#. But then by (2.4), 1 # Rg n I',,,(G) < H, a contradiction. So no such W exists. Thus {Ii, Rd} is the set of P in S n d with @(P) # 1 < m(P), and a is the unique involution in R with r2 = a for Y E R. Then C(uu") < H and rrd = s E S acts on {Rg, Rdg} so uud = s2 acts on P, a contradiction. Proof. The proof goes as in (2.6), only easier. LEMMA 2.8. Let G be generated by a conjugacy class Sz of subgroups. For K E Q let Sz, be the set of J in 52 -{K} normalizing K and assume J E Sz, implies K E QJ . Let 9 be the graph with vertex set .Q and K joined to the vertices inQx. Assume Q is connected and if J and L are in Sz, then either J E Qn, or J is conjugate to L in (J, L). Let rr be an orbit of (Q& on Sz, of maximal length and a the collection vertices joined to each vertex of rr. Then (1) (7~) is transitive on i7. (2) aG is a system of imprimitivity for G on Q. Proceeding by induction on the order of G, we assume G to be a counter example of minimal order. Let KEQ, R E Syl,(K), R < SE Syl,(G), d = {T: T E Syl,(J), J E .Q}, and r = (JSnd T#. Define Kl = (J E Q: N,(K) has even order}.
Let QK = K-' -{K} and 3 the graph with vertex set Sz and K joined to J if and only if J E QK . By (2.2) , adjacency in 9 is symmetric. Denote by C the conclusion of Theorem 4. The proof involves a series of reductions. L) ) is isomorphic to Sz(2") or U, (2") and J is conjugate to L in (J, L).
Proof. (1) follows from (3.6) and minimality of G. (1) implies (2). Proof. By (2.4), 1 # r l.,ns(G) n R = WJ n S). SO by (3.9, JnSESnA.
3.11. Let a be a G-invariant subset of Q. Then 01 does not satisfy C in (a), so in particular G = (a).
Proof.
Assume 01 satisfies C in (a). We may assume K E a, J t Q -01, and T E Syl,(J). By induction on the order of Q it suffices to show [/, K] = 1. Let P be a T-invariant Sylow 2-group of (a). If Kg (a) we may take TP < S, so by (3.8) Proof.
This follows from (3.11) by induction on the order of 0 LEMMA 3.13. 9 is connected.
Proof. Assume 9 is disconnected and let H be the normalizer of the connected component Qn, of 9 containing K. Let 0 be the collection of cosets of H in G.
Claim I' is strongly closed in S with respect to G. Assume not and let g E G and t an involution in P n S -r. Minimality of G implies Q, satisfies C in (Q,), modulo its core so g $ H. By (3.10), each 4-group in R fixes a unique point of 0, so m(R n Ho) < 1. By (3.9), CR(t) = 1, so R n Rt = 1. Let Y be an involution in R. RRt z R x Rt, so rrt = trt is an involution.
Hence [tr, t] = 1, so r E Hg. Thus L?,(R) < HQ, so m(R n Hg) = m(R) > I, a contradiction.
So r is trongly closed in S. But so by (2.6), G = (KG) = (RG) z SX(~~) or Ua(2n).
A subset n of Q will be termed exceptional if r = 52 n (r) and (n->/0((~)) s Sz(2") or Ua(2n). Define LEMMA 3.14. x = QK is exceptional and {K) = Sz, .
Proof. Let rr be an orbit of (Q,) on Q, of maximal length and 01 = Q= . By (3.13), ( rr 1 > 1, so by (3.5) and (3.7), r is exceptional.
By (2.Q OLD is a system of imprimitivity for G on Q and rr is the union of conjugates of 01. Let fl be a conjugate of 01 contained in rr. /3<"> is a system of imprimitivity for (r) on rr, whereas (r) is doubly transitive on V, so / /3 / = 1. Thus 01 = {K}.
Let Kg = /E n = Q, and T E Syl,(J). We may assume T < S. Let A = (T> and 2 = Q,(RT). LEMMA 3.15. S n A = {R, T}. If u is an involution in S -Zfused into Z then R'" -= T.
PYOO~. By (3.14), S n A := {R, T}. By (3.10), Z is weakly closed in S.
Hence N(Z) controls fusion in C,(Z), so u $ C,(Z).
Set P = C,(A/O(A)). Then P x T z PT = N,(R) if A/O(A) E S.a(2n) and N,(R)/PT is cyclic if A/O(A) g Ua(2"). Moreover in the latter case if vPT is an involution in N,(R)/PT then v centralizes T n Z. Hence Q,(N,(R)) < C,(T n Z). BY symmetry QIWs(R)) = &(Ns(T)) < C&7.
So RT1 = T. We now derive a contradiction, establishing Theorem 4. @or by (3.16), (3.14), and Goldschmidt's fusion theorem [3] , G = (Kc) = (RG) = A x -40.
Notice Theorem 1 follows from Theorem 4.
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Throughout this section we assume HYPOTHESIS 4.1. O(G) = 1 and G is generated by a G-invariant collection Q of subgroups such that for each choice of distinct K and J in Q Choose Ke Sz, let H = N,(K), R E Syl,(K), and R < SE Syl,(G). Define U to be the cyclic subgroup of index 2 in R and let W be the weak closure in S of the set of such cyclic subgroups as K ranges over Q. Notice the following consequence of (2.2) Proof. As R is isomorphic to a Sylow 2-subgroup of J, V g iVR( V) = A, by (2.2.1). By (2.2.7) A 4 R. If V is cyclic then by (2.2.2), (2) or (3) 
is wreathed, and we may assume the latter. Let (z) = Z(R), (t) = Z(T). Th en zt = Z(V*), r E R -U, and (R, T) acts on {z, t, xt} as S, , with kernel contained in UVO(C( W)).
As a corollary to (4.6) we conclude: Let r E R -U, (z) = Z(U), and Z = Q,(W). Proof. X acts on (z, t, y) = Y, where (y) = Z(P), by (4.6). Thus P centralizes a hyperplane of Y containing zt. As T E 0~ , R and T centralizes zt. By [5, 1.41 , I xX I = 6. (2) and (3), so we may take m > 2. Thus there exists P E RI -{&}. So P centralizes A = (ui : i # 0), but not an element u of order 4 in P. Now u =ax, aEA, XE%. p = u2 = a5x2 is in C(P) n W = A, so x2 =pa-2EAnR,.
But P centralizes A but not the involution x,, in Z(RJ, so x2 = 1. Hence x = .q,', E = 0 or 1, and a2 = p. [A, P] = 1 # k, PI, so u = az, . Thus u = z,,u, ... ultb, for suitable ui and b E @(A). Let yERQ--W, @EDp. Then u =ug =.z,,~~~**.ulc~b =u or uzg, depending on whether Rg = Ri , 1 < i ,( k, or not. We conclude m = 3 so we may choose b = 1, and .q, = u~u~u~u-~. (RI) is transitive on sets {ul , us , us , uq} of elements of order 4 from distinct members of R'-, so ulu2u3u4 E zM for any such set.
By (4.10) and (l), 2, < Z(M). .zg E xZ,, , each Rg E RI and Z = <ui2 : 0 < i , ( 3) is of order at most 16 while I a 1 = 12, so (2) follows.
Assume t is an involution in N(W) acting without fixed points on z". IfWtEAR,thentfix es one of the 3 members of (R, Rt) n z". So Rt E DR. Let R, # R, Rt. Then t centralizes ulur$u~ E zM by remarks above. The proof is complete.
For the remainder of this section G is a counter example to Theorem 5. By induction on the order of Q and (4.7) we conclude:
LEMMA~.~~. Sz = KG. Proof.
Assume 9 is connected and let V = (UQ : Rg < H). Then by (4.13) and minimality of G, Vg H. So V < W < C,(V) = X. Now Rg acts on some conjugate of W under X, so RgZ < N(W) for some x in X. We apply (4.6) and (4.8) (2) If .9(a) is disconnected then adjacency in 9 is an equivalence relation with the equivalence class containing K equal to {Kg : (Kg n N( W))/C( W) E RI}.
Proof.
Assume g(D) is connected. Then (Kg : zQ E W} is a connected subgraph of 9. Hence if g* is connected then so is 9, against (4.14).
Let A be a connected component of z%*. Then (Kg : Jg E A) = X < N(A) < G, so by minimalityof G, O(X) Wg X. O(X) = F&O(X)) < H. This gives (1) . A similar argument gives (2). the Z*-theorem, P is strongly closed in S with respect to C(z). But now P is strongly closed in 5' with respect to G. So 2, # 1. Hence as g(D) is connected there exists i@ joined to @ in in g(Dg). Let y be the product of elements of order 4 in Rx and Rg. Then y2 E Z,, , [z, y] = y2, and xy2 E zG n W. Also s = ,q is conjugate to z under RxRg. But Y = xv = sy2 E zG n W, whereas we showed s must centralize Z.
Hence a(D) is disconnected. So @ is transitive and there exists a 4-group I/ < Zg with V# c xc. V acts on R so some v E V# centralizes U. M 6 C(V) is transitive on D, so v centralizes W and hence v E W. Similarly t inverts U so t inverts W. But then t inverts the conjugate of U containing v, a contradiction. Assume v E Z and t = vg E S -2. Define Z,, as in (4.11) . By (4.17) and (4.11), v E Z,, . By (4.11) we may assume [t, z] = 1. Thus x, x.9 -' E C(v). Then there exists c E C(v) with ,+'-I = zc, since Z is weakly closed and M < C(v) is transitive on zG n Z by (4.11) and (4.18). Therefore t = vg = vcg and cg E C(z). Let V be the weak closure of R in S. Then Z, < V and by (4.15) and minimality of G, cg E C(z) p VO(H), so we may take cg E iV( V). Hence t = vcg E Z,, , a contradiction.
We now complete the proof of Theorem 5. By (4.19) and Goldschmidt's fusion theorem (ZG) = A x B where B = (ZoG), and as Z -Z, = Z n xc, AB is a 2-group. Thus Za G. Then by (2.9) O(K) < O(G) = 1, and [zg, U] = 1 for each g E G, so W = (UC) is abelian.
Theorem 5 implies Theorem 3 if j R 1 > 4. If j R 1 = 4 then, by hypothesis, R is weakly closed in S and a result of [4] together with [I, (3.6) ] completes the proof.
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In this section we establish Theorem 2. First, however, a preliminary lemma. Claim Q = O(ZP n UA) U is tightly embedded in AU. Certainly P = KQ n N(A) is tightly embedded in N(A) with T E Syl,(P). If P is solvable then as T is abelian, Q 4 P, so that Q is tightly embedded. So assume P is not solvable. Then L = L(P) # 1 and by [l, Theorem 41 either L g L(N(A)) or OB(P) = L is La(29, modulo core. In the first case A < C(L) < N(Ag), a contradiction. In the second Q = C,(U) O(P) for each u E Us, so Q is tightly embedded.
So Q is tightly embedded in AU. Hence as A satisfies Hypothesis II, U f AC(A). Then for ui G U#, ui = riq , ri E C,(U), vi E A. If ui centralizes R, then by (2.2), T ~Syl~(Kg). So th' IS is not the case. CR(yi) < CR(ui), so ri # W).
Assume U = T. By (2.2), C,(U) s U. If u1 # ua but rl = r2 then 1 # uluz E U n A < C,(R), a contradiction. So the map ui + ri is a bijection of U and C,(U) and hence as C,(T) a R by (2.2.3), we may choose ri E Z(R), a contradiction.
Assume R s Q, x E,, . Then Q,(R) < Z(R), so ri is of order 4. Let (ul, ua) be a 4-group in U. Then (rr , ra) z Qs . But now 1 # [rr , YJ = [ul , ~a] E U n R, a contradiction.
If ( TG) is abelian then [T, A] = 1, a contradiction. Now Lemma 5.1 yields a contradiction.
So T E Syl,(P). Now by Theorem 1, @P(R) = 1. Let X = N,(R). X centralizes some conjugate Rk of R in K, so the Sylow 2-group XRk of XK is abelian. Hence the Sylow 2-group XR of XK is abelian. That is [X, R] = 1.
This completes the proof of Theorem 2.
